Optical Splice Kit
SIS-SPLICE-KIT-OPT
Camera-based splicemarking and
splice detection at the cutting and splicing
operation on steel cord
● SIS Marking Unit
● Splice Detection Unit with Vision Sensor
● Full mobility of both units over the
whole width of the cord web

● Visualization of sensor signals
● The gain setting for the sensor signal
can be adjusted as needed

THE ROLAND PLUS
► High-speed camera
► Inspection at full production speed
► Exact localization of fault position

OPTICAL SPLICE KIT SIS-SPLICE-KIT-OPT

Travelling direction

During the tire cord production, the cut
segments are joined together by the Splicer
(Zipper) to a steel cord web.
The quality of the splice depends on both the
design of the splice and the correct adjustment
of the splicer.

Splicer / Zipper

Splice marker

Sometimes it is not possible to create a splice
which correponds exactly to the cord material
in terms of wire-spacing and alignment of the
wires. Such deviations are therefore threated
as faults by the Steel Cord Inspection System
(SIS).
This could mean that almost every splice
would be recognized as a fault. The result
could be nuisance stops of the equipment.

Splice
Constant distance
Splice mark

To prevent this, ROLAND provides a so-called
Electronic Splice Kit. This system consists of
a stamp and a stamp-recognition unit in the
form of a special high-speed camera, which
is connected with the Steel Cord Inspection
System (SIS).
The stamping unit is controlled by the
splicing process and stamps during the
splicing process a mark in the form of a target
into the steel cord web.
This mark will disappear after some time .
The mark has always a constant distance to
the splice and is therefore taken into account
in the subsequent detection process with the
camera.
The camera detects the stamp mark.

Splice detection unit
with Vision Sensor
Sensor array

Because the distance of the camera to the
following sensors of the SIS is also
constant, the distance to the splice is known
as well.
This makes it possible to control the gain
setting for the sensor signal in the area of the
splice automatically. The setting of the
gain-factor will be made in the control unit of
the SIS.
The gain setting for the sensor signal is
adjusted as needed. Thus it is possible to
prevent nuisance stopping of the equipment .
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Illustration: Splice Detection Unit with Vision Sensor (all dimensions in mm)

Illustration: Splice Marking System (all dimensions in mm)
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Stamping unit

Camera

Supply:

Compressed air
87 psi +/- 10 % (6 bar +/- 10%)

Voltage
24 VDC +/- 10%

Power consumption:

< 10 W

Supply current:

< 1.5 A (Inrush current)

Ambient
temperature:

0°C to 45°C (32 °F to 113 °F) (operating)
-10°C to 80°C (-14 °F to 176 °F) (storage)

Humidity:

Up to 95%

Unit weight:

18 kg (with a web width of 2 m)
40 lbs (with a web width of 78.74 lbs)

20 kg (with a web width of 2 m)
44 lbs (with a web width of 78.74 lbs)

Dimensions
(without portal).

224 x 240 x 80 (W x H x D) mm
8.81 x 9.44 x 3.15 (W x H x D) in

90 x 110 x 95 ( W x H x D) mm
3.54 x 4.33 x 7.68 ( W x H x D) in

Vibration:

10 G, 10 - 500 Hz, IEC 68-2-6

Shock:

80 G, IEC 68-2-27

Protection class

IP65

IP65

sensors

Cable Data

Type:

4x 0.75 mm² (4 x 0.03 in²) twisted pair, shielded, length 10 m (394 in), one end-prepared for
terminal wiring.
Cable diameter: 6.6 mm² (0.25 in²)

Bending radius:

12 x cable diameter

Order information
Part number

Part description

SIS-SPLICE-KIT-OPT

Complete Splice Detection Unit (P.N. S0096500)

Spare parts
2399814

Splice detection camera with Vision Sensor

2397006

Guiding cylinder

M0003687

Embossing Stamp for SIS Splice Target

22K3475

Cable
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